Bi-Polar
Can the culprit be a food allergy or the lack of REAL living single
ingredient foods that don't require a label?????? Well I wonder -- when
you read my friends account of what happened to her 84 year old
mother you might be asking the same question.
I had sent my friend the Red Alert email
listing all the Fluoroquinolones (FQs) group
of dangerous antibiotics. Having read it she
wanted to share with me her mother's
tragic story. So sad -- but just as with
David's story see page 40 Volume 6 ,
which came to light because of the
SEPSIS alert I wrote (41 Volume 6 ) -what they are doing to our elderly must be
told as well.
Now that I have heard the whole story I
think her doctors were definitely taking
advantage of her and using her as a
live human test rat.
At 84 she suddenly had multiple fractures
in her spine. Probably from osteoporosis or
maybe one or more of the prescription
drugs she may have been taking. Please
don't ever let anyone you know take
Fosomax, which is supposed to rebuild
bone, when in reality it eats away the lining
of the stomach.

Well anyway, TODAY they inject super
glue for spinal fractures. Never bothering
to test for possible allergic reactions. The
"NEW" follow-up treatment to the superglue injections is to inject a kind of liquid
cement (yes, you heard me right CEMENT like in ground rock) this time into the
BLOOD stream.
When her daughter terrified -- shrieked

"How do you keep it from going to
her brain?" The doctor shushed her up
quickly. AND her mother said (as most 80
year olds do) "The doctor knows best,
dear."
KEEP in mind even though the daughter has
power of attorney for her mother's health
directives, as well as her financial affairs, the
mother is LUCID and can speak for herself. I
wonder, if
that’s like the seniors who
continue to drive? Do they have a secret
death wish and hope they'll die on the
operating table or in their cars?

Get more calcium & magnesium with homemade Broth p 19 Cooking with Judy
SIDEBAR -- My 88 year old friend can no longer see to read the newspaper or LARGE
print books, has had to have all kinds of gadgets attached to her kitchen appliances
and can only use pans that have a white interior so she can see her food, she can't
see the stage from 10 feet away for theater productions due to Macular
Degeneration.

BUT her doctor gave her a letter, just two weeks ago, saying she can DRIVE without
restrictions. Taking that letter to the DMV (by the way she had someone else drive her
to the DMV, maybe she was afraid if they saw she had her car they would ask her to
take a driving test, not to worry) she did NOT have to take an eye test, a driving test
or even a written test.They read the questions to her. AND she doesn't have to
go back for
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Bi-Polar continued
HOW does this happen EVERYDAY ?????? Outraged I called my friend at Envision. He
simply said think about it -- if the doctor tells your friend she can't drive she will STOP
coming into his office EVERY 4-weeks for a shot in her eye, for which Medicare pays
him $3,000.
Oh my . . . how greed penetrates our world. My next question was, can we hold the
doctor accountable for the cost of injury or damage she might cause in a traffic
accident?????? NO !!!!!!! And of course the elderly are like all of us, especially
teenagers -- it will never happen to me.
Anyway, back to my friend's mother and
why I thought it imperative I share her
story and explain the possible link to a Bipolar condition.
Immediately after they injected her mother
with the CEMENT she went nuts. Truly nuts
-- extreme bi-polar -- COMBATIVE hallucinating to the extreme and TOTALLY
out of her mind.
Yes -- what the daughter feared happened
-- the CEMENT and the chemicals they
used to inject it with, went straight to her
Mother’s brain. On top of that the CEMENT
immediately SUCKED all the Calcium,
Magnesium and Sodium out of her blood
and bones causing her electrolytes to
plummet sending her brain into nevernever land.
The doctor sidestepped the issue saying
this was rare . . . but that sometimes the
patient will recover slightly after time.
What? IF . . . it is so rare how can he know
she has a slight chance of
recovery???????
AND of course they immediately start
pumping her with all kinds of drugs making
the whole mess even worse. The poor
daughter is beside herself. She just wants
her Mommy back. Breaks your heart. Can
you imagine how she feels?
So what does this have to do with you? If
you know of anyone who has been
diagnosed with bi-polar or any chemical
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imbalance of the brain -- I'm thinking even
Alzheimer's -- after all seniors no longer
cook or eat LIVING food, they mostly eat
processed substitutes made in a factory.
Anyone with ANY kind of brain issue should
have their Calcium, Magnesium and
Sodium levels checked IMMEDIATELY . My
heart tells me this is an opportunity to
discover there may be a direct connection
to our body's chemical levels and bi-polar
or other issues related to the human
brain.
You see, it turns out even though the
mother has never exhibited any symptoms,
HER mother (my friend's grandmother) was
bi-polar and that information was LISTED
on her health history record in her hospital
CHART.
My thinking is the CEMENT and chemicals
triggered a chemical imbalance in her brain
causing an EXTREME allergic reaction.
I also believe anyone with brain issues
should be checked for FOOD allergies ,
especially wheat, corn and soy. As you
may already know all three of these have
been genetically modified by Monsanto to
accept Round-Up and are no longer safe
for human or animal consumption. You will
find any one of the three or ALL of
them in factory-processed foods. We
must read the label on EVERYTHING we
put into our mouths, on our bodies and
clean our homes with. Remember you too
can develop and allergy at any age.
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